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Project description

Pioneering research on the food/violence nexus

Food and violence together figure into five of the EU’s six research priorities, and food studies is a widely interdisciplinary field with rapidly rising claims on the intellectual and applied research markets. Yet we understand little – because we have asked little – about the relationships between food and violence. The EU-funded FIOLENCE project will introduce a pioneering line of research at the food/violence nexus, expanding the range and influence of food studies and establishing methodological and theoretical models that pave the path for future related scientific work. The topics of study and areas of application make for a varied
panorama, ranging from the links between food security and conflict to the biopolitics of weight loss or gain to the existentially liminal subjective experiences of forced feeding. To study such a panorama requires a new approach, and this project explores innovative methods at the intersection of anthropology and philosophy. In addition, FIOLENCE will propose advanced critical research into human rights questions that its research produces and investigates.
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